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Spring Cleaning Tips
Spring cleaning is not just for your home anymore but applies
to your ID Badging System as well.
Now is the perfect time to review your ID Badging System in
its entirety, including your software and hardware. Ensure that
your system is working properly and without any glitches
following the tips below.
ID Badging System Spring Cleaning Tips
1. Purge your database of any employees/members no longer
with your organization.
2. Make sure all records are complete and are not missing
any pertinent information such as photo, employee number
etc.
3. Remove duplicate records.
4. Give your printer a thorough cleaning to ensure good
quality prints. Be sure to use cleaning supplies designated
for your printer model.
5. Make sure you are running the latest firmware and
download the most current driver for your printer and
scanners.
6. Check your supply inventory to make sure you are not
running low on your card stock, ribbons and accessories.
7. Consider re-designing your ID Badge to include helpful
information such as call-off procedures, important phone
numbers etc.
Properly maintaining your software and equipment frequently
will help minimize issues in the future. Need help? Chat Live
now or contact us at 1-800-860-9111.

The future is Now!
Identity is more secure & going mobile
Introducing: Secure Identity Object (SIO)
HID Global’s next-generation access control card-and-reader
platform provides a generational step function in security,
usability and performance, and environmental sustainability.
The platform introduces a new portable credential
methodology based on a standards-based, technologyindependent and highly flexible SIO identity data structure.
Secure Identity Object (SIO) is a data model for storing and
transporting identity information in a single object from HID.
SIO’s consist of a number of independent but associated data
objects for such items as physical access control, finger print
templates and cash on card. SIOs can be deployed on a
variety of devices. Including contactless and contact smart
cards, smart phones and USB tokens and used across
technology platforms including 13.56 MHZ.
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HAVE QUESTIONS?

IDentiphoto Tidbits
IDentiphoto was happy to
participate in the Security
Industry Association 2012 Ride
for Education that took place on
Saturday, March 31, 2012 in
Las Vegas, Nevada. The monies
generated went directly into the
scholarship fund, which is
available to the first responder
community for work-related
education.
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Carabiner Badge Reels
One accessory,
multiple wear options!

SIOs are designed such that they can be used in
environments with multiple devices and varying security
requirements. Portability is achieved because the same SIO
stored on one device can be easily moved to and used on
other devices as required.
SIOs are defined using open industry standards that provide
infinitely flexible object definition. This definition can support
any piece of data, including access control, biometrics,
vending, time-and-attendance, and many other applications.
Unlike the traditional fixed-field structures used in today’s
access control card and reader systems, the SIO and
associated interpreters are designed to support future identity
technology advancements and security requirements.
Successfully implemented in the higher education market
place, read more about here.

Tell us! What printer do you use?
There are several major manufacturers of direct-to-card
printers on the market.
Please share with us what brand of printer you are currently
utilizing by voting now.
We value your feedback!

Attachment Corner
Spruce up your ID attachments with the TagID!

The TagID has the same functionality as your standard badge
strap clip and includes a large decorating area to display your
organization’s logo, safety message or whatever you so
choose!
Available in six shapes - one is sure to meet your needs!
Get yours now!
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